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❖ Vision for a new position

❖ Sage Project

❖ Emerald Project

❖ Kanopy Project

❖ Framework & checklists
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Agenda
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Collection Analytics Vision

Comprehensive, well-organized data, 

analyzed on a regular basis, 

presented graphically using standard formats,

to inform decision-making

& explain choices to stakeholders.



Sage E-Journal Package: 

How do we do this?
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❖ The Sage electronic journal package includes about 800 

journals spanning all subjects, and its multi-year license was 

up for renewal in spring of 2018

❖ Analysis:

– How much was it used?

– Was the cost-per-use reasonable?

– How does Sage support different academic areas at Texas State?

❖ Timeline: January to March 2018

❖ Audience:

– Acquisitions

– Subject librarians

– Library admin
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Sage E-Journal Package Review



❖ Data gathering and clean-up took approximately 2 weeks

❖ Visualization drafting and feedback took approximately 3 weeks

❖ Data sources:

– Usage from Sage for FY16 and FY17 (JR1 report)

– Prices from Sage (online price list)

– Call numbers from ILS

Match point across the data: ISSN

❖ Tools:

– Excel + ASAP add-on

– SQLite

– Power BI
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Sage Project Inputs
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First Draft:

English-speakers read left to 

right and top to bottom – in this 

layout, people would not see 

things in an order that made 

sense

Top chart inadvertently 

emphasizes the lowest use titles 

– not what we wanted!

Too busy – where to look, how 

do they interact?

Additional context – why does 5 

uses matter?
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Second Draft:

We still don’t like the 

usage bar chart, even 

hidden in the corner

Still too busyBigger questions 

emerged – what do we 

want people to take 

away from this? Who is 

our audience really?



❖ Important questions before preparing your work:

– What do they already know?

– What acronyms might they need specified?

– What do they want to come out knowing? What are their goals?

– How much time do they have?

– How will you share it with them? Does it require an account/embedding your 

work somewhere?

❖ Admin level: may be interested in higher level questions and presentation 

or executive summary type formats

– Additionally, they may be showing this to people outside the library – it is a 

good idea to minimize jargon if an external audience is going to be involved

❖ A truism of user experience: if you ask someone to describe their ideal 

end goal of a project, they might not know!
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Knowing Your Audience



❖ Split between audience use, with both interactive and non-interactive elements

❖ Embedded online for easier sharing

❖ First section serves as executive summary:
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Final Version, part 1
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Final Draft, part 2:
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Final Draft, part 3:



Emerald E-Journals: 

Extending the Analysis
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❖ Cost Per Use: 

– Sage $4.15 

– Emerald $10.54

❖More than 5 uses: 

– Sage 75.9%

– Emerald 59.8%
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Why more analysis for Emerald?
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More than 5 articles 

published in a given year 

from a given title

are borrowed in a year.
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ILL Copyright Fees Apply When

Example: British Food Journal, 2018 ILL Requests
3 articles published 2018 = no copyright fees

8 articles published 2017 = copyright fees for 3 articles

2 articles published 2016 = no copyright fees
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❖Which subject collection data should we present?

– Collection name

– Collection use

– Collection price

– Price per download (using collection pricing vs. 

full package price?)
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Emerald E-journals: Final presentation? 



Kanopy PDA: 

So, it’s not e-journals…
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Issue: Triggered content outpacing sustainability of current 

PDA/DDA budget

❖ What kinds of data are needed for analysis?

❖ What can be useful with scant data and disparate data?

❖ What does the data tell us?

❖ How can we communicate the issues, displaying the data in an 

understandable way? 
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https://pxhere.com/sk/photo/1566355
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Spending by year

Sept 2018 –

Feb 8, 2019
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Starting our internal analysis: realities in spending

❖ JSTOR DDA averaged 83% of the spending on the two resources combined

❖ Kanopy previously averaged around 8% of spending with fixed deposit

❖ Kanopy PDA spending grew 94% in a single year

❖ Flat budget allocation Sept 2018

❖ Removed two packages with number of duplicates; suppressing dupe records

❖ Sept 2018 – Feb 2019 Kanopy spending 33% of total spend, 10% total allocation

❖ Sept 2018 – Feb 2019 Kanopy spending already at 10% of 17% projection
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Pace of spending month to month
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Pace of spending: the Power BI view



Analysis with Usage and Power BI
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By supplier
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Fiscal vs Calendar Year
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❖ Communicate the message to stakeholders in an 

interactive, easy-to-understand format with Power BI

❖ Short-term stop-gap measure: Title-by-title by request only; 

funding from departmental allocations as if for firm orders

❖ Present possible solutions

– Continue request only; funding from departmental allocations

– Popular content grouped to create a targeted PDA program

– Turn off program between semesters

– Combination of any of these

– New and creative solutions!

• Start a dialogue with vendors to work out technological solutions
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Going Forward



Frameworks & Checklists
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❖ What are we analyzing and visualizing?

– E-journal package subscription

– Demand-driven streaming video

– Print monographs

❖ Why are we analyzing and visualizing?

– Subscription renewal

– Budget allocation

– Space needs

❖ Who is the audience for our analysis?

– Background knowledge? Context needed?

– Executive summary? Detail? Both?

– Multiple audiences?

❖ How will we share information?

– Interactive? Public?
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Initial Planning: Describe Project Goals



❖ How much is this resource used? 

❖ How much does it cost per use?

❖ What subjects/programs does it support?

❖ What alternatives exist for providing this information?

❖ What do the alternatives cost?

❖ What are the cost trends over time?

❖ What are the use trends over time?

❖ Does this resource overlap with other resources?

❖ What’s unique about this resource?
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Develop Research Questions



❖What data elements do we need?

– Downloads, plays, minutes played?

– Cost? Fiscal year, calendar year, annual fee, monthly variable costs?

– Perpetual access or lease?

– Span of time to analyze?

– Subjects?

❖ Do we have any data on hand?

❖What data is missing or hard to find, and how to 

communicate that?
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Identify Data Sources



❖ Project goals & design

❖ Data collection and cleanup

❖ First draft & feedback 

❖ Second draft & feedback 

❖ Third draft & feedback, and more if needed

❖ Distribute or present

❖ Note: all projects covered in this presentation took at least a 

month and generally more
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Create Realistic Timeline



Lessons learned.

Everything takes longer than expected.

You’ll never have all the data you want.

Revise, revise, revise. Then revise again.

At some point, you have to stop.

Questions?
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